
Key Definitions

4th Grade Science
Enrichment Academies Curriculum Sample

Key Definitions are available so that your 
child can easily find the important concepts 
of the week.

A Grade Ahead’s rigorous, 6-month science enrichment program is designed to challenge 
your child to a higher academic standard. Our monthly curriculum includes science 
concepts that your child will see in school. Your child will learn and apply science 
concepts to real–world situations through experiments and develop strong critical 
thinking and analytical skills. 

Each week will have an in–depth lesson (which we call Examples) or experiment, 
homework, and answers. In these next pages, we offer a closer look at what our 
examples, eperiments, homework, and answers offer as well as a specific sample of each.

 Week: 1   Examples – Science: Grade 4  
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The Scientific Method 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
A. What is Science? 

Science is the process of 
discovering the world around us 
and the knowledge gained from 
these discoveries. The most 
important part of science is 
asking questions because 
without questions, there are no 

answers. Science gives us a method to find the answers to 
some of life's important mysteries! 
 
B. The Scientific Method 

The scientific method is the process scientists use to 
explore the question they are asking. The scientific method 
consists of 6 steps: 

1) Make an observation & ask a question. 
2) Create a hypothesis. 
3) Design an experiment to test hypothesis. 
4) Perform the experiment and collect data. 
5) Make a conclusion to accept/reject the  
    hypothesis. 
6) Report the results. 

 

 

 

 

 

Make an observation & ask a question 

The first step to any science experiment is to collect information using your senses and ask a question for 
which you don't have an answer.  

Key Definitions 
 

1. conclusion: the outcome of the results that you get by examining the data 
2. data: the information collected from observing and testing a hypothesis from which 

conclusions can be made 
3. hypothesis: an educated guess that answers a question 
4. observation: information collected by using one or more of the five senses 
5. research: the process of collecting information about a certain subject  
6. science: the process of discovering the world around us 
7. scientific method: a method scientists use to research a question and gather data 
8. variable: something in your experiment that is changed or controlled 

                                      
and answer questions 1-6 of the 

Example Extract in Day 1! 

Hypothesis is 
true. 

Hypothesis 
is false. 

Make an observation and 
ask a question 

Create hypothesis 

Design an experiment 

Perform experiment 

Evaluate and make a 
conclusion 

Report results 

The chart above shows the steps to follow when 
using the scientific method. 
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Lesson or experiment pages are titled “Examples – Science: Grade 4,” answer pages are titled 
“Answers – Science: Grade 4,” and homework pages are simply titled “Science: Grade 4.”

Experiment

Supplies

The 2nd and 4th weeks of each month will 
contain an experiment in the examples so 
that your child can apply concepts from the 
lesson to everyday life.

All supplies your student will need to 
complete the experiment will be provided 
in the classroom

  Week: 2 Examples – Science: Grade 4  
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The Scientific Method – Continued: Scientific Set-Up! 
 
Objective: In this experiment, you will follow the steps of the scientific method to figure out if an egg 
floats in fresh water, salt water, or neither. You will first come up with your own hypothesis. Then, you will 
design an experiment that uses only the materials provided.  
 
Note to Teachers: Depending on your class size, you may choose to do the experiment as one large 
group, or you may choose to make smaller groups or pairs, or even complete the experiment individually 
if you have a very small class. 
 
Supplies Needed (per group): 

 two 16 oz. cups 
 a medium sized egg 
 about 4 cups of tap water (to fill about three quarters of each cup) 
 4 tbsp of salt 
 paper towels for cleanup 
 1 measuring cup and spoon 
 1 spoon (to help remove the egg from cup) 

 
 

 
 

 
Experiment: Perform the experiment you designed once it has been approved by your teacher/parent. 
Teachers/Parents: Review student’s answer to question 4-7 to make sure the student has an 
appropriate experiment design that allows him or her to see if an egg will float in fresh water and/or salt 
water.  
 

1. Record your results and observations in the chart in your homework. 
2. Perform two trials of your experiment. 
3. Once you finish, share your results with the class and answer the conclusion questions 

together. 

Note: Do not overfill cups and remember to gently lower the eggs in your cups. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                      
and answer questions 1-7 of the 

Experimentation Exploration in Day 1! 

                                      
and answer questions 8-15 of the 

Experimentation Exploration in Day 1! 

                                      
If you have time, answer the  

Conclusion Configuration questions in Day 1! 
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and answer questions 1-7 of the 

Experimentation Exploration in Day 1! 

                                      
and answer questions 8-15 of the 

Experimentation Exploration in Day 1! 

                                      
If you have time, answer the  

Conclusion Configuration questions in Day 1! 



Each day’s homework usually takes about 30 minutes to complete.

Answers

Homework

Answers are provided to check your child’s 
homework and note which areas may need 
more work.

The rest of the homework works on your 
child’s understanding of the specific 
topics that week. This will be through 
comprehension, critical thinking questions, 
and vocabulary exercises.

Week: 1   Answers – Science: Grade 4  
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Week: 1 – Day 1 
Example Extract 
 1) Ask a question 2) Design an experiment 
 3) Evaluate the data and make a conclusion 4) Report results  
 5) Hypothesis is false 6) Report results 
 7) Consider your question and hypothesis 9) Think about variables 
 9) Create a step-by-step plan 10) Gather materials 
 11) c 12) a 
 13) Answers may vary slightly. In conclusion, the Scratch-n-Sniff brand cat litter should be used to prevent 

Kitty from having allergic reactions. 
 14) a  
 15) The expensive paper towels will absorb the most water. 
 16) b 17) b 
 18) Scientific Method 19) Hypothesis  
 20) Variable 21) Observation  
 22) Research 23) Conclusion 
 24) Science 25) Data 
 
 
 
Week: 1 – Day 2 
Real-World Rationale 
 1) b 
 2) Mendel thought that if two tall pea pod plants were pollinated, then this would result in the reproduction of 

tall pea plants. 
 3) Mendel was experimenting with the pollination between a tall pea pod plant and a short pea pod plant.  
 4) c 
 5) Genetics is a branch of biology that focuses on how certain characteristics are passed from one 

generation to the next. 
 6) Answers may vary. Examples are given. Mendel should experiment with the plants produced by the 

pollination of the short pea pod plants with tall pea pod plants. This will show the effects of pollinating 
plants that were pollinated from short to tall pea plants. 

 7) Gavin is having slight chest pains after his lunch break. 
 8) He talks to his coworker about his problem to see if they know what is wrong. 
 9) Gavin thinks that the chest pains are caused by heart burn. 
 10) Answers may vary. Examples are given. Gavin may decide to go to the doctor to solve his chest pain 

problem. 
 11) Answers may vary. Examples are given. Tomoko can change the batteries in the remote, or she can 

buy a new remote. 
 12) The batteries of the remote need to be changed to fix the remote. 
 13) If a hypothesis is false after being tested, another hypothesis needs to be made. The scientific method 

needs to be repeated with a new hypothesis. 
 14) The remote is broken, so it needs to be replaced with a new one. 
 15) The problem must be located within the T.V. itself. Since all solutions to fixing the remote did not work, the 

T.V. must be the problem because it is the only other piece of equipment associated with turning the T.V. 
on. 

 16) An observation is data found by using one or more of the five senses. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Week: 1 – Day 1 Science: Grade 4  
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Date:__________                                       Start Time:__________  End Time:__________ 
 

                  Score:______/25 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Example Extract! 
 

Fill out the following chart defining the steps of the scientific method.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

What are the four steps to creating an experiment design. 

 

7.  Step 1:__________________________________________________________________ 

 

8. Step 2:__________________________________________________________________ 

 

9. Step 3:__________________________________________________________________ 

 

10. Step 4:__________________________________________________________________ 

 

6. 

4. 

Hypothesis is 
True 

5. 


